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BADMINTON 

Advance offensive and defensive strokes 

Introduction 

The advance offensive and defensive strokes in badminton are skills used to get an advantage  

over your opponent. These include the following techniques: 

1. Smash 

2. Overhead Clear 

The smash is an offensive shot used to hit the shuttlecock with 

power and speed into the opponent’s court. The angle and 

steepness of the shuttlecock’s trajectory makes it difficult for your 

opponent to retrieve (defend) thus, giving you an extra opportunity to 

score. 

A jumping smash is a more advanced shot that gives more power and 

speed to the shuttlecock, leaving the opponent with less or no time to 

react and move to play the shot.  

However, you need to master the forehand smash before going for the 

jumping smash.                                                                                                       Jumping smash 

                                                                                                                                   Figure 1 

Stance for the smash technique 

 

 Raise both arms to balance your body weight 

 Flex your elbow  

 Lock your wrist and prepare to swing forward 

 Shift your weight to the back foot  

 Stand sideways with your non-racket side facing the net using the 

forehand grip 

                                                                                                                                Figure 2 

Execution 

 With a full forward arm swing 

 Extend your elbow to hit the shuttle at the highest point 

possible with a full forward arm swing 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                               Figure 3 
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Follow Through  

 Complete your swing down till your racket reaches down 

the opposite side of your body 

 

 Maintain body balances 

 Recover and be prepared for the next shot 

 

ACTIVITY 1  

(In pairs)                                                                                                        figure 5 

One partner acts as the feeder and lifts the shuttlecock high in the middle of your court. Be in 

a ready position and move towards the incoming shuttlecock. 

Smash it at its highest point into the partner’s court.  

 

 


